
�Set it up, sit back and give more expensive competitors 

a serious run for their money! The AM10 delivers a highly

respectable 35 watts per channel into 8 ohms and -

unheard of at this price point - also features a custom low

flux toroidal transformer for audiophile audio

performance!

� Incredible flexibility! With 5 rear inputs and 1 record

output, the AM10 can support a wide range of external

sources. Additionally, a front panel MP3/Portable Media

Player input has been fitted to the AM10 which can be

used with the headphone or line-level outputs of most

portable players.

�Continuing the comprehensive specification and attention

to detail, the AM10 features a built in MM Phono stage

for instant turntable connection. The ‘ground’ terminals

on both the record player and the AM10 can be

connected with a ground

wire for lowest noise/hum

pickup.       

� The AM10 also features a ¼’’ front mounted headphone

socket, allowing connection of headphones with an

impedance of between 32 and 600 ohms.
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Make sure you
show off the sheer power
and audiophile pedigree
of the AM10 with a good
pair of stand-mount or
floor-standing speakers
such as the Cambridge
Audio Sirocco range  

HOT 
TIP! 

HOT 
TIP! 

Topaz AM10/CD10 Top Tips
A brand new range from Cambridge Audio - Topaz delivers incredible performance and 

value for money, meaning it’s the perfect time to enter the world of hi-fi separates, 
with the new AM10 integrated amplifier and CD10 CD player…

Always have an iD10 or 
iD50 iPod dock connected to the AM10
and keep an iPod in your pocket in case
the customer doesn’t have theirs.                                    

The CD10 allows you to
program a unique sequence 
of up to 20 tracks from a disc, 
allowing your customer to queue 
up their favourite tracks on a disc!                                    

Did you
know?

The remote supplied with the CD10 not only
controls the CD10, but also controls a 
Topaz SR10 stereo receiver, or matching AM10 
integrated amplifier if required! 

Did you
know?



�When only the best is good enough! MP3 players are

convenient, but are no match for a proper CD player when

a higher grade of sound quality is required. For the

critical Digital to Analogue converter stage, the new

CD10 features a WM8761 DAC from Wolfson

Microelectronics.

� Ensuring maximum performance – all PCBs in the new

CD10 use double sided, fully surface mount technology,

eliminating wire links and giving ultra short signal paths

for optimum sound quality.

� For your customer’s total convenience, the CD10

supports normal PCM playback from CDs (CD-DA) plus

playback of both MP3 and WMA files. Why not

demonstrate this flexibility by keeping a CD loaded with

MP3s in the CD10 to demonstrate to your customer.

�Continuing the new look! Cambridge Audio’s usual

attention to detail is present with a new casework design

featuring a brushed aluminium front panel, rigid wrap-over

lid assembly and carefully designed mechanicals for

resonance control. All of this improves the sound and

gives a much higher quality of look and feel.

HOT 
TIP! 

With so many customers now
streaming digital music, why not
set up a fantastic demo system using the
AM10 and the CD10s S/PDIF coaxial 
digital output with a DacMagic, to show the
incredible versatility and performance that is
available at this price point and the extra 
punch a DacMagic can add to any system! 

Demo
Tip

Don’t forget to allow for interconnects.
The internal circuitry is of an
exceptionally high standard – the
benefit of which is degraded by using
cheap interconnects. Why not show
your customer the new high quality
interconnect range from Cambridge
Audio for perfect system matching?
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